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Beckley Village Hall Management Committee 

Notes for meeting held on Wednesday 11th September 2019. 

Rev 2 10th October 2019 

 

 

  Standard note of our minutes will be displayed on the Village website at 

https://www.beckley-and-stowood-pc.gov.uk/?q=community/village_hall 

Certain matters are of a confidential nature, these include ongoing commercial 

negotiations with suppliers, discussions on claims strategy for defaulting hirers, 

contractual matters where we must honour confidentiality agreement etc. Committee 

members will receive the full minutes but for those items marked with an * the 

discussion will be left blank as they are considered to have been held in closed session. 

 

 Item Action by: 

1 Attendance (on 11th September) 
 

John Walsh 
Peter Gosney 

Ann Henman 
Liz Bixby 
Bob Bixby 

Mantina López-Portillo 
 

  

 

 1.1 Apologies: 
 

David Scott 
John Stradling 

Geoffrey Mills 
 

 

 

2  
 

 

2.1 Approval (including attachments/papers) of combined 

minutes of 15th and 29th May 2019 
 

Approved 
 

 

2.3 Actions Arising not otherwise covered on the agenda  

https://www.beckley-and-stowood-pc.gov.uk/?q=community/village_hall
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(ii) Cleaning Update 
 

Agenda notes: 
 

The Trustees confirmed that we should pay the 
invoice for the adjusted hours for All in One, which 

reduced the three months bill from 444 to 295.50 
pounds. 

 
Also pay for April.   John – is this paid? 

 
We now have two cleaners to provide a clean before 

and after each weekend.  Also a window cleaner. 
 

Both (and the window cleaner) are appointed on an 

“informal” basis – paid with no formal contract. 
 

GM feels comfortable with that as it is what we would 
do in our own domestic situation. Are other Trustees 

OK with it? 
 

We have purchased a new vacuum cleaner and also 
updated our cleaning notices. 

 
 

Agreed at meeting: 
 

Trustees accepted the new cleaning arrangements and 
admired the hoover. 

 
 

nfa 

(v) Damage to Hall Floor 
 

Stuart to send. 
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Agenda notes: 

 
Remediation done. 
 

This meeting to decide on action and submit a claim to the 
responsible hirer. 

 
GM to draft an initial claims letter for Stuart to send.  See 
Attachment 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 (with Stuart’s time input to-

date included) 
 

Note also that if we don’t get early payment we do have 
the following provision in our hire terms: 

Debt Collection 

 

Interest of 10% per annum (to include for normal debt recovery 

administration costs) will be charged on outstanding monies due.  

In the event of a debt being outstanding for more than 30 

calendar days the Trust reserves the right to appoint a 

professional debt collection firm and their fees will be payable by 

the Hirer in addition to the outstanding debt and interest.  The 

Trust is a charity and cannot afford the time, cost and energy to 

chase outstanding monies. 

Agreed at meeting: 

Agreed to send draft letter claiming damages. 
 

(vii) Repairs to car-park 

Agenda notes: 

Agreed to share the cost of this with the PC up to a 2000 
pounds contribution.   

Agreed at meeting: 

JW to hold 2000 in 
reserve and then 

nfa until we hear 
from the PC. 
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Discussed and acknowledged that it was a PC problem but 
the committee had already agreed to make a contribution. 
It was discussed whether there was any merit in investigating 
whether the correct stone was specified in the contract or if 
the contractor laid a stone inferior to that specified. PG 
advised that it was probably too late to make any claim. 

(viii) Shower head contamination 

Agenda notes 

What happens to the shower heads in the handi-capped bathroom 
(and other showers in the changing rooms ….) if they are not used 
regularly?  At our house, all showers have to be turned on at least 
every few months or the heads will fill with calcium…. (I think).  
Another item for our agenda?    Ann 
 

Agreed at meeting: 

LB will add to cleaners’ list 

LB 

(ix) Spinners and Weavers 

New cabinets have been purchased and S&W have paid for 

them.   We should dispose of the old wooden case on our 
November 5th bonfire. 

NFA 

(x) FOBS letter 

Agenda notes: 

See Attachment 4.  Agreed that as we have made a 
commitment to the burger man and LB will talk with 
Oxford Event Hire about urn hire. 

NFA 
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Agreed at meeting: 

Letter did not seem to have been circulated but the meeting 
agreed that there was a commitment now to the burger van. 

(xi) Gardener Contract Review 

GM has agreed with gardener to continue on same terms. 

NFA 

(xii) Briefing to Hirers on Hall Heating 
Ann H to lead 

Fyi – all we say in relation to Heating and Ventilation at 
present is: 

Main Hall 

• Electrically operated vents at high level can be 
opened if Hall gets too hot 

If a hirer asks Stuart how to adjust the heating he should 

say it is not adjustable. 

NFA 

3 Treasurer’s Report,  
 

Agenda notes: 
 
Appointment of examiner/auditor for the current year to be 

determined. 
 

Agreed at meeting: 

JW tabled the accounts and will circulate shortly. 

JW 
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Finances still healthy with approx £20,000 in reserve 

4 Report on activities since last meeting and general 

status of forward bookings.   
 

Agenda notes: 
 
See Stuart Marshall’s report circulated separately 

(Attachment 2) 
 

Agreed at meeting: 

SM note suggested healthy use and future bookings strong 

Problems had been caused by hirers overstaying their 
booking time at night, making noise and cooking 
infringements. Deposits have been withheld where booking 
conditions had been broken. 
Much appreciation for the professional and sensitive way SM 
handled such issues. 

NFA 

5 AOB  

5.1 Hall completion action list  

(vi) Draft Excluders 
 

Agenda notes: 
 

To external doors and particular problem with the outside 
door to the changing rooms.  Not a defect.  Dave Drew has 
agreed to fit them.  Is this actioned? 

 

Agreed at meeting.1 (vi) Draught excluder 

Not yet fixed but in hand. 

RB 
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(viii) Facilities Management 

 
Agenda notes 
 

Discuss and agree arrangements for ongoing facilities 
management including lining up specialists who we can 

have on call (plumber, electrician, painter/decorator, 
gardener) 
 

JS has met with builder introduced by GM and has agreed 
a couple of small jobs as a trial and will report back. 

 
We have had an expression of interest from Nathalie 
Soanes following a recent village advertisement for a 

caretaker.  GM will be away when Natalie is back but Liz 
may have been able to meet her. 

 
Agreed at meeting: 

List of specialist contractors had been circulated. 
JS is dealing with a builder to address a number of small 
problems and will report back. 
Caretaker advertisement. 
Natalie Soanes had made an enquiry and LB will meet her 
soon when she returns from holiday. 

 

 

J 
EB/GM/JS for 
caretaker 

 
JS for builder 

5.2 Review of Booking Secretary’s Terms 

 
Agenda notes: 

 
Stuart’s contract commenced 8th Oct 2017 and is subject 
to annual review after an initial 3 month trial period.   

 
The original monthly fee was 195 pounds and an hourly 

rate of 15 pounds per hour for additional services. That 
was reviewed in April 2018 and the monthly fee increased 
to 262.50 but no change to the hourly rate (see 

Attachments 9.2 and 9.3.) 
 

SM to invoice 

under agreed new 
terms then NFA 
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Stuart’s proposed update is included in Attachment 9.1 

below.  I will send this separately with some notes not 
copied to Stuart. 
 

I propose that any agreed change would take effect from 
the 2nd anniversary of the contract – so 8th October 2019. 

 
Agreed at meeting 

SM had submitted a report outlining the extent to which his 
role had expanded.and proposing an increase to take account 
of that. 
In the light of the fact that his time commitment had increased 
and his hourly rate had not gone up The committee was 
happy to approve the increase in payment, acknowledging the 
crucial role that SM played in the successful running of the 
hall. 

5.3 Booking Secretary’s Hirer’s Feedback Survey 
 

Agenda notes: 
 
See Attachment 6.   RB has commented as follows: 

 
This is pretty well all positive really. There doesn’t seem to 

be a significant cleaning issue. Main problem is a few 
hirers not leaving on time, or not clearing up adequately. I 
would have thought we need a clear and large printed 

check list by the door clearly visible for people to read as 
they are preparing to leave. Possibly with the requirement 

to tick that each check has been made. Clearly some don’t 
read the hiring conditions  on line. 
We do have problems with some parties, mainly those for 

young people? We need to stress that an adult hirer is held 
responsible and should be in attendance at all times. Or 

perhaps we should try to be more selective about party 
bookings? 

We have had doors left wide open twice recently, the 
sliding doors and the emergency exit. These seem to have 
been mistakes by regular users. Dave Drew’s checks are 

GM/LB to 
discuss/implement. 
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vital for these sorts of things and also for when lights are 

left on. Something else for a check list? 
I’m not sure we can ever guarantee that the floor will be 
clean enough for bare feet unless that hire is preceded by 

one of our cleaners really early that morning. Assuming 
pilates doesn’t create any dirt could we expect them to 

clean before their session instead of after as part of their 
hire? Or would that be provocative? 
 

Bob 
 

Note also the following feedback from Hayley Lennard 
 

• HAYLEY Lennard <hayley_lennard@hotmail.com> 

To:Geoffrey Mills,Stuart Marshall 

Jun 12 at 10:14 AM 

It would be nice to use non chemical products for cleaning. It is quite nasty 
breathing in chemicals when we practice yoga. Also, the hall Is often not 
cleaned regularly and I need to sweep the floor from dust, dirt and 
possible hazards for bare feet.  

Everything else is great and we love the space.  

See comments below  

Hayley  

 

  

As a recent hirer of the Beckley Village Hall, it would be very much 
appreciated if you could spend a couple of minutes to answer the following 
questions on your experience. Even if you had a good experience using 
the hall, any negative feedback or suggestions for improvement would be 
very welcome and useful to us. 

  

1.     On a scale of 1 to 10 how would you rate your overall experience of 
using the Beckley Village Hall? (1 being a very poor experience, 10 being 
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an excellent experience) 

9  

2.     On your arrival did you find the venue as clean as you expected? 
Were there any areas that you felt could have been cleaned to a better 
standard? 

5 (see above) 

  

3.     Were there any replenishable items, such as bin bags, washing up 
liquid, clean tea towels/dish cloths, toilet paper etc, either in too low 
quantities or missing completely? 

 We do not use these  

4.      Were there any items that you found difficult to locate? 

 Dustpan  

5.     Is there anything that you found difficult to use that would have 
benefitted from clearer notices or instructions? 

 Instructions on heating  

6.     Lastly, do you have any further feedback that could help us improve 
the hall for our hirers? 

  

Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your valuable feedback. 
We hope to welcome you back to the hall again in the future. 

23 

 

Settings 

HAYLEY Lennard 
hayley_lennard@hotmail.com 

 
Agreed at meeting 

 

https://calendar.yahoo.com/
https://calendar.yahoo.com/
mailto:hayley_lennard@hotmail.com
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Generally very positive. Outside lights often left on 

and the need for a clear label for the switch was 
agreed. Also a check list by the front door to remind 

hirers of the necessary checks on leaving was 

discussed. 

 

 

5.4 Proposed Booking Secretary Hall Price Review 
 

Agenda notes: 
 

GM proposes to ask Stuart to do some research on halls in 
our area (from their websites) and report back on our 
rates and their equivalent rates.  This would be charged on 

an hourly basis and note that his recent client survey work 
he charged two hours.   We should have this for our next 

meeting when we should then fix rates for 2020. For the 
moment Stuart is charging 2019 rates for any current 
2020 bookings.   We might consider at this 11th 

September meeting as an interim step to put up all rates 
by X% and then rounding up to the nearest pound.  X 

perhaps 5? 
 
Stuart also advises that we have some “hot” times that get 

booked quickly and perhaps on his review he can advise 
what these are with a view to upping the rates during 

those periods.  We might also consider whether we might 
discourage residents from booking in peak period for 
discounted rates and encourage them to be more flexible 

in order to get the benefit of “village” rates. 
 

Worth putting some time aside for good discussion but lets 
get Stuart’s feedback first.  So the high priority for the 11th 
September is to agree to ask Stuart to do this comparative 

review and possibly to agree an interim overall 2020 rate 
enhancement. 

 
See Draft update of DN7 – in Attachment 10 

SM then 
Committee to 

review 
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Agreed at meeting: 
 

Agreed to ask SM to carry out a review of rates at other 
similar venues. 
JW pointed out that the hall was well used in the daytime but 
not in the evenings when we charged a higher rate. Should 
we review this practice as a lower evening rate might 
encourage more local use and other evening activities to be 
set up.  We may also be too low priced for commercial 
bookings. There was no great pressure to increase prices as 
income was strong (it was noted that H-c-S had recently 
reduced their charges). 
Discuss at next meeting or when the results of SM’s survey 
are available. 
 
Post – meeting note – GM has asked Community First to give 
Stuart a list of local halls. 

 

5.5 Additional Signage 

 

We have put up some additional signage to try to 

encourage Hirers to dispose of waste more effectively. 

 

 
 
NFA 

 

5.6 Change of Key Code 
 
Agenda notes: 

 
The question has been asked about how frequently we 

should change the key code. 
 
GM proposes every three months but with regular hirers 

being told the codes for the year. 
 

Agreed at meeting: 

 
Every 3 months agreed.  Post meeting note – Stuart could 

SM then NFA 
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you let all users know of this, also using our Contact list DN 
11 
 

5.7 Security of Car Park 

 
Agenda notes: 

 
See Attachment 4.  Recommendation that we have a 
dummy chain/padlock (as the gate to the field) and Brian 

can close/open the gate at night/morning if he is 
agreeable. Who will talk to him – and arrange dummy 

chain? 
 
Agreed at meeting: 

 

Concern after recent middle of the night disturbance in the car 
park. 

It was felt to be very complicated if it was locked but to be 
reviewed if any other incidents occurred 

NFA 

5.9 Above and Beyond 
 

Agenda notes: 
 
Special thanks to John Stradling who has: 

 
• Polyfilled and painted damaged walls 

• Put up a hook rail in store room 
• Put loops on all the brushes etc so they can be hung 

up 

• Fixed the two loose loo seats 
• Replaced the damaged Henry hose (apparently not 

working all that well, I will look at another day) 
• Fixed large kitchen draw problem 
• Put in the extra shelves 

• Asked Andrew to supply and fit a footplate on the 
front door as discussed with Geoff (the door has 

been damaged her and this plate will hide the 
damage and prevent further damage. 

Fire blind? 
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• But can’t see how to adjust the fire blind’s stopping 

point – will have to be the company I fear 
 

Agreed at meeting 

 

The committee expressed thanks to JS for carrying out a 
number of maintenance tasks.  Post meeting note – kept as 
action re fire blind. 

 

5.12 Stock-take 
 

EB has done a stock-take of our kitchen equipment and Liz 
Browning took that opportunity to clean the inside of all 

the kitchen cupboards. 

NFA 

5.13 Tennis Courts, Playground and Playing Field 
 

Agenda notes: 

Note that I have changed the Hire Terms from 

 

The Tennis Courts, Playground and Playing Field are the 

responsibility of the Parish Council and not the Trust.   

Hence there is no exclusive right given to Hirers for access 

to our use of these facilities. 

 

To 

 

The Tennis Courts, Playground and Playing Field are the 

responsibility of the Parish Council and not the Trust.   The 
Trust is empowered to act as the agent of the Parish 

Council in respect of the following: 

1 to provide access to limited areas of the Playing 

Field for overflow car-parking for which a fee will 

DVS/PC and NFA 
for committee 
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be payable as provided by the published Hall 

charges. 
2 To provide use of the Playing Field where a marquee 

or gazebo might need to be erected for which a 

fee will be payable as provide by the published 
Hall charges. 

3 For use of the playing field for organised games for 
which special application would need to be made 
to the Booking Secretary to determine both 

where such use would be permitted and what an 
appropriate charge would be.  There is no 

standard charge for such use. 
 

Note that this leaves the Tennis Court outside of our remit 

and this should be discussed.  The view has been 
expressed that we should encourage the establishment of 

a separate Tennis Club with administrative responsibility 
for the Tennis Court.   Perhaps that should be as a User 
Group of the Trust to avoid the need to establish a 

separate trust structure.   To be discussed. 
 

We also need to agree what arrangements we should allow 
for users of the tennis courts to use the Hall toilets – 
bearing in mind that such use is likely to have to be co-

existent with other Hall users since it is probably 
unrealistic to expect tennis court users to also book the 

whole hall.   If we do allow that then we would need to 
explain that to Hall hirers and that may or may not be a 
disincentive to some potential hirers. 

 
Agreed at meeting 

The committee did not feel able to take on the administration 
of the new court and of it’s use. All activities should be 
managed by a separate group. We suggested that the PC 
should advertise the availability of the court and invite 
residents to come forward to help with its management. 
It was not felt necessary for the hall facilities to be made 
available to tennis court users on a regular basis, they would 
be no different to people who came up to use the playground. 
If a club  was formed then they could have access to the 
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facilities for ‘club sessions’ or for matches. 

 

5.14 Updated Standard Documents 
 

Agenda notes: 
 
GM request approval of the updated standard documents 

as Attachment 10).  Highlighted as important as I need to 
give to Adrian to publish. 

 
Agreed at meeting 
 

Approved 

GM to pass to 
Adrian – done, NFA 

5.15 Chair Pads 
 

For information only: 
 

The Hall chairs have small black plastic paid to avoid 
damaged to the wood floor finish. Quite a few of these 
have broken off – possibly through use outside?   GM has 

ordered 100 spares and ask Dave Drew to fit them (and 
bill us for it.  This is in hand. 

NFA 

5.16 Sink for Cleaners 

 

This was felt to be an urgent matter and the committee  
considered various alternative options with PG’s advice. 
The options seemed to be: 
i) In the disabled loo under the babychange 

ii) in the plant room where there would be relatively easy 
access to water and drainage. 
To be discussed at the next meeting 

 

All 

6 Accident Report Book 
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Check for entries - None 

 

7 Hirers’ comments book: 
 

Check for entries - None 
 
 

 

8 Date(s) of next meeting. (in this case a continuation 
of this meeting)  
 

General Meetings:  Next meetings to be: 
 

 Wednesday 16th October (key issue 
will be 2020 Hall charges) – may be 
re-arranged 

 
 Wednesday 20th November 

 
 

 Generally we agreed to reserve the 
3rd Wednesday of every month and 
we can then decide at each meeting 

whether to jump the next meeting. 

 

   

 
 

 
 

Papers submitted: (1,2,3, 6, 9.2, 9.3 and 10 to be sent separately) 

1 Minutes of last meetings 

2 Stuart Marshall’s latest report 

3 Floor damage claim comprising: 

3.1 Original notification letter sent by Stuart dated 11th July 2018 

3.2 Response received to that letter 

3.3 Proposed draft claim letter 

4 Email string related to security of car park 

5 Waste recycling 

6 Hirers’ feedback survey 

7 Car Charging (from Community First) 
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8 Not used 

9 Review of Stuart Marshall’s contract comprising: 

9.1 His proposal 

9.2 Page 1 of the April 2018 review 

9.3 Page 2 of the April 2018 review including an attached copy of the 2017 

original contract. 

10 Updated Standard Documents (The following notes should help you to 

review/approve these) 

 

Comprising: 

DN5-A: Booking Terms and Conditions 

 

The amendment proposed for that is: 

 

38 Tennis Courts, Playground or Playing Field 

The Tennis Courts, Playground and Playing Field are the responsibility of the Parish Council 

and not the Trust.   The Trust is empowered to act as the agent of the Parish Council in 

respect of the following: 

(i) to provide access to limited areas of the Playing Field for overflow car-parking for 

which a fee will be payable as provided by the published Hall charges. 

(ii) To provide use of the Playing Field where a marquee or gazebo might need to be 

erected for which a fee will be payable as provide by the published Hall charges. 

(iii) For use of the playing field for organised games for which special application would 

need to be made to the Booking Secretary to determine both where such use 

would be permitted and what an appropriate charge would be.  There is no 

standard charge for such use. 

DN5-B: Further  information for bookings 

 

Some minor changes including reference to the new cigarette disposal bin 
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Addition of the following: 

 

3 CLEANING 
 
At the end of the Hire all used floors should be checked and if necessary cleaned.   Floors 

should first be swept, or vacuumed, and if necessary further cleaned.  Use the labelled 
mist mop on the wood floor.   Any spillage on the stone and vinyl floors should be wiped 
using the sponge mop and water. Clean any debris outside the Hall associated with your 

use. 
 

plus 
 

4.3 Sanitary Waste disposal  
 

There are lined bins within each of the ladies toilets and the disabled toilets for the 
disposal of used nappies and sanitary products.  At the end of each hire please dispose 
of these sanitary products  in the Grundon bins in the car park and replace the bin liner 

with new from under the sink in the kitchen. 
 

Plus addition of the following final note: 
 

We are a community facility and not a commercial business.  We do not 
have cleaning between hires so please leave the Hall for the next hirer in 

the state you would expect to find it, or better.  Thank you 

DN5-C: Hirers Check List 

 

Section on bin emptying amended to read: 

 

Empty bins, replace with clean sacks (from under sink).  Full sacks place in 

Grundon bin in carpark.  Place bagged and tied sanitary products in Grundon bin in 

car park.   Any items for recycling please take away.   

 

DN7: Charge Rate Structure 
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Important for you to read and discuss 

 

DN11: Contact list 

 

Brought up-to-date with latest contacts including Mantina/Maria.  In case you have 

forgotten I’ll send you password separately (as these minutes will be posted) 

 

DN24: Facility Management Checklist 

 

Ignore for the moment as this is work-in-progress with Liz, Bob and JS with a view 

that some of these items could be picked up by our proposed new caretaker leaving 

some for us as Trustees.  Look if you wish and if Liz wants you to.  Give interim 

approval only. 
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Attachment 4 

Security for access to car park 

 

 

I’ll add to agenda for next meeting 

 

Geoff 

 

 

 

From: David Scott <dvcscott@gmail.com>  

Sent: 31 July 2019 04:02 

To: Robert Bixby <robliz.bixby@btinternet.com> 

Cc: Dave Drew <davidrogerdrew@gmail.com>; Geoffrey Mills <geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com> 

Subject: Re: Village hall Carpark 

 

We could move to having a lock on it with the same combination as the village hall key box. 

 

However we do have users - for example Ian Cave who comes for a walk most days - who I would not 

like to see locked out during the day. 

 

So we would need a commitment from someone who would open early and shut late, to make it work 

for all. 

 

Regards, 

 

David 

 

On Tue, Jul 30, 2019 at 8:56 PM Robert Bixby <robliz.bixby@btinternet.com> wrote: 

Dave 

Sorry you and your neighbours were disturbed. You will remember that some years ago we had 

problems with vandalism and before that the threat of travellers. We took the decision to put up posts 

and a gate which was locked most of the time by a combination lock.  Now the hall is more heavily 

used it would be more of a logistical problem if the gate was closed all the time. However it is clearly 

reasonable for it to be locked at night if there is likely to be the sort of behaviour you experienced. It is 

possible that whoever was there the other night might get into the habit of visiting again. 

If Brian Short would be willing to close the gate at night and open it in the morning that would 

obviously be a useful thing to do. However would he be happy to do it after late nights or every night? 

Perhaps if there was a combination lock  that regular users could use that might be a sort of solution  

mailto:dvcscott@gmail.com
mailto:robliz.bixby@btinternet.com
mailto:davidrogerdrew@gmail.com
mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com
mailto:robliz.bixby@btinternet.com
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with Brian providing some back up. However he was involved before with the Village Hall and that 

didn’t finish well. 

Anyway the gates are a PC responsibility although the VH Committee might have a view given their 

users could be affected by whatever decision was taken. 

Bob 

 

On 30 Jul 2019, at 10:59, David Drew <davidrogerdrew@gmail.com> wrote: 

 

> Last night we were disturbed by car's in the village car park @4.15 am.I have been over this morning 

and picked up all the litter thrown out of them ie McDonald bags,drink cartons etc etc. 

>  

> Can the Car Park gates be closed and locked nightly please? 

>  

> I think Brian at the Elms opposite would do it but he was out when I called in earlier 

>  

> Dave Drew 

>  

> Sent from my Huawei Mobile 

mailto:davidrogerdrew@gmail.com
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Attachment 5 
Waste Recycling 

 

Dear Helen 

 

It looks as though I will not be able to personally attend our next meeting on 21st August but will ask 

colleagues to proceed with that meeting and I will prepare a full agenda for it. 

 

I will be happy to include a proposal from you, now that you have a record of the past debates.. 

 

If you would like to do that I will send you the relevant hire terms so that you could suggest 

amendments for our consideration. 

 

I can,  with some confidence, advise you that any proposal that involves more work by committee 

members other than improving hire terms and financial investment in additional recycling bins or bins 

is not likely to be approved.  Also any withholding of deposits by way of penalties must be supported 

by hard evidence both of cause and responsibility such that we would ultimately feel confident in 

defending a challenge to any such penalty in the Small Claims Court.   We do not have CCTV 

coverage of the  area in which the bins are located since that would be in breach of the relevant 

regulation as they are adjacent to the public road.  We do not wish to move them into the car parking 

area since the gravel base does not allow them to be wheeled.   

 

I can submit a written proposal prior to the meeting for discussion at the meeting and I can, if you 

wish, invite you to present your proposal in person. 

 

Given that I believe the Committee will reasonably feel that this is a matter that has had serious past 

discussion I feel it would only be appropriate for me to take a firm proposal based on actual amended 

hire terms and commercial arrangements and not on aspirations and (no matter how good) ideas that 

would requite others to determine how to implement and the practicability of doing so. 

 

Would that be of interest, if so I will send you the relevant current hire terms and waste management 

arrangements. 

 

Best regards 

 

 

Geoff 
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From: Helen Mcbeath <helen.mcbeath@doctors.org.uk>  

Sent: 29 July 2019 17:24 

To: Mills, Geoff <Geoff.Mills@colliers.com> 

Subject: Re: Waste Disposal 

 

Dear Geoff, 

Thankyou for all the info - we are now on holiday in France hence tardy response but very helpful to 

see all the feedback.  

However... ! 

1) there is nothing on the website stating the aims at the inauguration of BVH which was that the 

majority of villagers wanted an environmentally friendly BVH hence sédum roof etc.  

2) villagers want to declare Beckley a Climate Change Village, (last village meeting). 

3) visions move forward and supermarkets and governments have in this last year started tackling 

single use plastic production.  

So... 

Beckley Village Hall should state clearly on its website the aims of both the village hall and the 

villagers. These clearly promote encouraging recycling and restricting/stopping use of single use 

plastic.  

We should certainly have a compost bin as I have seen in many local village halls, eg Botley WI Hall, 

St Clements Community Centre, local primary school halls hired out to third parties etc. They also all 

have both recycling and ‘general rubbish’ bins at all these venues.  

We should state that the deposit will be with held if they do not comply with these simple objectives.  

Primary and secondary school children have all been taught about recycling for years so I cannot think 

that our users  do not understand the requirements. Indeed I understand all local councils will soon 

be/are required  to confirm they provide very clear user friendly facilities for all and I understand 

Grendon already do so too.  

We are I assume using recycled paper products in the village hall already - I know I gave Liz the 

address of the firm my business used for at least 10 years before I retired and continue to do so as they 

provide good competitively priced products!  

I would be very happy to help the committee sort out any initial glitches with but am sure you could 

feel you have too many Stradling’s if I stayed but thankyou for the invite!!  

Best wishes Helen 

 

On 28 Jul 2019, at 05:45, Mills, Geoff <Geoff.Mills@colliers.com> wrote: 

  

Dear Helen 

  

You have seen what action we have taken in the past, the discussion our committee had and its 

conclusion and you have had further feedback from Bob Bixby 

  

mailto:helen.mcbeath@doctors.org.uk
mailto:Geoff.Mills@colliers.com
mailto:Geoff.Mills@colliers.com
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I have not yet had a response/update from Community First on what other halls are doing and ask 

Tessa to copy that to you in due course. 

  

Perhaps then you might wish to share any recommendations to us which I will be happy to take to 

committee. 

  

I’m the first to admit that we are not the font of all wisdom and repeat my offer for you to join us. 

  

Best regards 

  

  

Geoff 

  

  

From: Helen Mcbeath <helen.mcbeath@doctors.org.uk>  

Sent: 10 July 2018 05:01 

To: Mills, Geoff <Geoff.Mills@colliers.com> 

Cc: Ann Henman <annhenman@gmail.com>; Dave Drew <davidrogerdrew@gmail.com>; Liz Bixby 

<lizbixby@me.com>; Robert Bixby <robliz.bixby@btinternet.com> 

Subject: Re: Waste Disposal 

  

Dear Geoff 

Definitely don’t agree with Grundons and worth a pilot scheme - they are dealing with Beckleyites 

after all and we are pretty good on recycling front and proper labelling of bins will help. Hirers could 

be fined if don’t deal properly with waste and on a personal note we found party goers did respond to 

properly labelled recycling bins. So as I said worth a proper trial?  

Best wishes 

Helen 

  

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On 9 Jul 2018, at 21:21, Mills, Geoff <Geoff.Mills@colliers.com> wrote: 

Dear Ann/Helen 

  

Below is the response I sent earlier this week which explains the background to why we are not 

recycling – given the advice from Grundon that it would not be respected by hirers and they would end 

up sending everything to landfill. 

  

We have increased the collection rate from fortnightly to weekly, if Dave Drew finds that still not 

adequate then we can go for the next size of bin. 

  

mailto:helen.mcbeath@doctors.org.uk
mailto:Geoff.Mills@colliers.com
mailto:annhenman@gmail.com
mailto:davidrogerdrew@gmail.com
mailto:lizbixby@me.com
mailto:robliz.bixby@btinternet.com
mailto:Geoff.Mills@colliers.com
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Happy to get your feedback – always ready to keep any decisions under review. 

  

Best regards 

  

  

Geoff 

  

  
  

From: Mills, Geoff  

Sent: 05 July 2018 12:24 

To: Tessa Hall <Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org> 

Cc: Ann Henman <annhenman@gmail.com>; David Scott <dvcscott@gmail.com>; Peter Gosney 

<peter.gosney@yahoo.co.uk>; John Walsh <john.walsh@oup.com>; Liz Bixby <lizbixby@me.com>; 

Robert Bixby <robliz.bixby@btinternet.com>; John Stradling <John.Stradling@ouh.nhs.uk>; 'Judith 

Bushrod' <judybushrod@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: First Aid Kit 

  

Dear Tessa 

  

Thank you for this and please see my response in yellow below 

  

Cc’d to Trustees/Friends 

  

Best regards 

  

  

Geoff 

  

  
  

From: Tessa Hall <Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org>  

Sent: 05 July 2018 10:09 

To: Geoffrey Mills <geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com> 

Cc: Mary Ashdown <maryashdown60@gmail.com>; Ann Henman <annhenman@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: First Aid Kit 

  

Dear Geoff 

I know this was last year, but I was so busy getting to grips with the job that I did not have time to go 

through this, although I must have sent you the Healthy and Safety Leaflet no. 15  

  

mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org
mailto:annhenman@gmail.com
mailto:dvcscott@gmail.com
mailto:peter.gosney@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:john.walsh@oup.com
mailto:lizbixby@me.com
mailto:robliz.bixby@btinternet.com
mailto:John.Stradling@ouh.nhs.uk
mailto:judybushrod@gmail.com
mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org
mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com
mailto:maryashdown60@gmail.com
mailto:annhenman@gmail.com
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I just have a few comments-which will help you when you come to replenish your first aid kit. The 

items in red are the things the basic kit should contain-and the additional items  are needed according 

to what activities you have going on in the hall.    Thanks and I will review 

                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                        

How have the waste arrangements worked out? You were so thorough- have you been in need of 

sanitary disposal for older people in the loos for instance?   This was a long discussion with SODC and 

the Trustees.  SODC were very helpful throughout and were prepared to continue to supply free bins 

and for us to place sanitary waste in the black bin so long as we put them in Tiger Bags first so that the 

waste operatives could identify them.   However, it became clear that the volume of our waste was 

outstripping the capacity of the domestic bins to cope and so we tendered for a commercial service (to 

Biffa and Grundon) and appointed Grundon to supply a commercial bin.  We discussed with Grundon 

whether to have multiple bins so that we could recycle but their advice was that this would not be 

respected by hirers and all waste would end up going to landfill so better to just have one general bin.  

They said that we would put sanitary waste in that bin and did not require Tiger bags.  We are 

supplying both small bags for sanitary towels and larges ones for nappies and incontinence pads.  We 

further considered whether to also retain the domestic bins supplied free by SODC but solely for Trust 

use but the advice we received again was that these would be abused and so SODC have taken them 

away and we just have the one Grundon bin. We started with a fortnightly service but have found that 

we need a weekly service as the use of the Hall has grown.  Grundon are also very flexible and can 

arrange an additional special collection by phone. 

  

How are the Charges from Cherwell? Hopefully just a basic collection charge for the household bins?  

Answered above. 

  

How has the hall been running? I hope you are all pleased with your first full year of being open?  

Very pleased indeed with the level of hires and income but slightly concerned at occasional abuse and 

we look to be moving to a deposit and penalty provision – as my recent email which I believe I copied 

to you.  I would be helpful to have our final proposals commented on by your lawyers, particularly 

given the recent law change, and I guess that will now be a matter of interest to all your halls. 

  

I would be very interested to hear about it. 

  

Tessa 

  

From: Geoffrey Mills [mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, November 22, 2017 6:03 PM 

To: Tessa Hall <Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org> 

Cc: Mary Ashdown <maryashdown60@gmail.com>; Ann Henman <annhenman@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: First Aid Kit 

  

Dear Tessa 

  

mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com
mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org
mailto:maryashdown60@gmail.com
mailto:annhenman@gmail.com
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The first aid kit is sorted – here is what we hold: 

  

• First aid kit, which contains the following items: First aid kit, which contains the 
following items: 

1. 5 Sterile Medical Wipes 

2. 20 Waterproof Plasters 

3. 1 Fabric Plaster Strip 6 cms x 1 m 

4. 3 Adhesive Wound Dressing 8 cms x 6 cms 

5. 3 Low Adherent Wound dressing 

6. 1 Crepe Bandage 7.5cm x 4.5m 

7. 1 Stretch Bandage 7.5cm x 4m 

8. 1 Microporous Tape 1.25cm x5m 

9. 6 Safety Pins 

10. 1 Triangular Bandage 

11. 1 Eye Pad Dressing 

12. 1 Eye Wash Phial 20ml 
13. 3 Burn Sachets 3.5ml 

14. 1 Heat Retaining Foil Blanket 

15. 1 Instant Ice Pack 

16. 1 Emergency Face Shield 

17. 2 Nitrile Powder Free Gloves Large (pairs) 

18. 1 Splinter Remover 

19. 1 Tough Cut Scissors 

20. 1 Essential First Aid Guide 

21. 1 Finger Cover 

•   

  

A contents list for replenishing- is needed. And a guidance card- this should come in the first aid box-the green 

ones with a white cross on.  

1. 5 Sterile Medical Wipes 
2. 20 Waterproof Plasters-Are these low allergy? 
3. 1 Fabric Plaster Strip 6 cms x 1 m 
4. 3 Adhesive Wound Dressing 8 cms x 6 cms 1 Large Wound dressing no.9  

4 medium wound dressings No. 8 
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1 Conforming bandage 
5. 3 Low Adherent Wound dressing 
6. 1 Crepe Bandage 7.5cm x 4.5m-Additional item 
7. 1 Stretch Bandage 7.5cm x 4m 
8. 1 Microporous Tape 1.25cm x5m 
9. 6 Safety Pins 
10. 2 Triangular Bandage’s 
11. 1 Eye Pad Dressing 2 sterile eye pads No. 16 
12. 1 Eye Wash Phial 20ml Eye wash kit additional item 
13. 3 Burn Sachets 3.5ml 
14. 1 Heat Retaining Foil Blanket 
15. 1 Instant Ice Pack-Additional item 
16. 1 Emergency Face Shield-(a CPR mask) 
17. 2 Nitrile Powder Free Gloves Large (pairs) 6 pairs of powder free gloves 
18. 1 Splinter Remover-Tweezers -Additional item  
19. 1 Tough Cut Scissors 
20. 1 Essential First Aid Guide 
21. 2 Finger (Cover)dressings 

  
Additional items you need.  

              1 sterile burnshield dressing-this is included in the basic kit list  

              Blue plasters- essential if food prep is done on the premises. Additional item  

  

It is interesting that there are no medicines (paracetamol, burn cream, antiseptic etc) but this is what 

was recommended (can’t remember by whom but could find out) 

  

The waste disposal is getting organized but not quite there yet.  It has been something of a learning 

curve but I think now we are close to a solution which will be: 

  

Three “domestic” waste bins that will be collected free of charge but can only be used by the Trust and 

the PC but will allow us to use the village recycling system and we will provide the various coloured 

bags to permit that.   

  

We have ordered (contract signed but skip not yet delivered) a commercial waste skip that on the 

advice of the supplier (Grundon) should be used to take all waste with no recycling. Grundon say that a 

significant proportion of non-domestic users will not recycle and so it will for the moment be a waste 

of money to provide separate skips for recycling other than for our own use. 
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Our cleaners will supply the various waste disposal bags and I have just this afternoon purchased 5 

“Tupperware” boxes which I will label to keep a spares stock of bags as follows: 

  

- Tampons.  I’m currently trying to source Tiger bags which were recommended by SODC 
looking at pictures on the internet they are not the typical sanitary pad bag.   I’ve emailed 
what looks to be a major supplier and will also be talking with Grundon’s tomorrow.   

- Nappys and sanitary pads for older visitors – these will need to be larger bags and again I’m 
enquiring as to the best source. 

- Black bags for general waste to go in the commercial bin or (for the Trust/PC) in the domestic 
black bin. 

- Clear bags for recyclable waste for use by the Trust/PC only  
- Compostable green food waste bags for Trust/PC only to go in the small domestic green bin. 

 The instructions for the choice of bags will be on labels on the five boxes. 

  

I need to take advice from Grundon, and possibly from SODC waste disposal team, how these bags 

should best be left in our toilets.  I’m not aware, for example, of sanitary pad disposal facilities in gents 

toilets so I need guidance on how best to provide for that. 

  

Best regards 

  

  

Geoff 

  

  

  
From: Tessa Hall [mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org]  

Sent: 22 November 2017 14:50 

To: Geoffrey Mills 
Subject: RE: First Aid Kit 
  

Hi Geoff 

Did we sort this one out? I’m going through my emails to make sure I’ve not missed anything. 

  

Tessa 

  

From: Geoffrey Mills [mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com]  

Sent: Monday, April 10, 2017 10:33 AM 

mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org
mailto:geoffrey.mills@sipgroup.com
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To: Tessa Hall <Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org> 

Subject: RE: First Aid Kit 

  

Dear Tessa 

  

Thanks for this and we now have a compliant first aid kit. 

  

I have not had a reply from you on the disposal of sanitary towels – any help you can give me? 

  

Thanks 

  

  

Geoff 

  
  
<image004.png>Geoffrey Mills                                      Wendy Wen 
Managing Director                                                  Secretary 
M(China): +86 139 0188 7654 (SH)                   wendy.wen@sipgroup.com 
M(International): +44 7798 69 2324                    T: +86 10- 6525 1950 
                                                                                      M: +86 186 0047 6881 

In the UK 

Sino Infrastructure Partnership Ltd 

7200 The Quorum 
Oxford Business Park North 
Garsington Road 
Oxford OX4 2JZ 
T: +44 1865 487141 F: +44 1865 481482 

Shanghai SIP Engineering Consulting Ltd. 上海申英基建咨询有限公司 

8/F Building A-4, No 1528 Gumei Road Caohejing Modern Service Complex, Shanghai, 200233, P.R. China 

上海市徐汇区古美路1528号漕河泾现代服务园A-4幢研祥科技大厦8层 200233 

T: +86 21 64650978-8016 F: +86 21 6465 0977 

  
From: Tessa Hall [mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org]  

Sent: 29 March 2017 16:43 
To: Geoffrey Mills 

Subject: First Aid Kit 

mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org
mailto:wendy.wen@sipgroup.com
mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org
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Dear Geoff 

Please see page 15 in the attached publication, which gives clear guidelines about the type of kit you 

need and where to get it from-I’m so sorry if I have not sent you this leaflet before now. 

  

Regards 

  

Tessa 
  

Tessa Hall 

Community Buildings and Shops Adviser 

tessa.hall@communityfirstoxon.org 
Please Note My Normal Office Hours:  8 am to 4 pm Monday to Friday 
  

(Formerly Oxfordshire Rural Community Council) 

South Stables, Worton Rectory Farm, 

Worton, Witney, Oxon OX29 4SU    

P:   01865 883488  

W: www.communityfirstoxon.org      

 

mailto:tessa.hall@communityfirstoxon.org
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.communityfirstoxon.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=8KPF0bmfmkzTkgg5U6HWH6_UmzF06L2ZWAVixC1qC44&r=HCIgaaRY16iCod7CAuyJhBI3pZPhFSJGS29aVAnbdWo&m=Ocr0bR2um0ai50ci2xpOLipsnKJm_iriU8KarTOFW_Y&s=5u7yxxlZA6I8_CeONk2PpZi-AwhIeTTZ22zYbmhLMhk&e=
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Attachment 7 
Car Charging for Village Halls 

From Community First 
 
Hello Geoff 
Apparently Councils can apply for OLEV funding through the onstreet charging scheme, this 
works if the land is publicly owned (e.g. a parish council owns the land.) 
  
Also there have been  some discussions with Gigaclear about using their fibre cabinets  
in village hall car parks to host chargepoints.  
  
The other thing that I have found is that Oxfordshire  Low Carbon Hub CIC Community Group 
members are eligible to apply for a small grant from the Low Carbon Hub each year of £500 
to help support activity in their community which reduces their community's reliance of fossil 
fuels - so energy generation, efficiency or low carbon transport. You can find the list of groups 
here. https://www.lowcarbonhub.org/community-energy-groups. Kirtlington asked their local 
group to fund the storing battery for their new solar panels.  

Low Carbon Hub | Community energy groups 

www.lowcarbonhub.org 

Community groups focusing on low carbon and sustainability actions exist all over Oxfordshire. Many of 

them have decided to join the Low Carbon Hub Community Interest Company (CIC) as a community 

shareholder. Scroll down to your district to find the nearest one to you. 

 
  
I would have to dig deeper to find more funding ideas. 
  
There are a couple of benefits to halls having charge points: 

1. If they have solar panels then they can make extra revenue on daytime 
charging from excess solar power. Some halls are too small to warrant having 
solar panels but if they had a car charging point it could make the use of solar 
panels more viable. 

2. They potentially bring new people into the hall’s user group who want to charge 
their EV, some of whom may be interested in joining the management 
committee   

  
  
  If you have a chargepoint through Charge my Street you can sell surplus energy to Charge 
my Street to sell onto EV users at a better margin. 

https://www.lowcarbonhub.org/community-energy-groups
https://www.lowcarbonhub.org/community-energy-groups
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Are you considering a charge point at Beckley and Stowood? 
  
 Tessa 
  
From: Geoffrey Mills <mills_geoffrey@ymail.com>  
Sent: 23 May 2019 20:48 
To: Tessa Hall <Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org> 
Cc: Stradling John (RTH) OUH <john.stradling@ouh.nhs.uk> 
Subject: Re: Electric car charging and village halls 
  
Thanks Tessa 
  
On Thursday, May 23, 2019, 12:35:05 PM GMT+1, Tessa Hall <Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org> wrote: 
  
  

Hello Geoff 

I have just emailed a man from ’Charge my Street’ https://chargemystreet.co.uk/ who gave a talk at our Hall 
Advisers yearly gather in a few weeks ago. He is running a very good scheme in the North of England which 
includes putting charging points in at village halls. I have asked him if he can point me in the direction of any 
funding or organisation down here who would help. 

 One thing I realise is not very clear as yet is how the halls may benefit from this as well as helping the 
environment.  It does put a bit of responsibility on the hall trustees and so if it helped hall funds, I’m sure people 
would no mind a bit of extra work. 

 I will be letting you know about any information I receive as well as case studies from other halls. 

 Tessa 

 From: Geoffrey Mills <mills_geoffrey@ymail.com>  
Sent: 22 May 2019 21:00 
To: Tessa Hall <Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org> 
Cc: Stradling John (RTH) OUH <john.stradling@ouh.nhs.uk> 
Subject: Electric car charging and village halls 

 Dear Tessa 

 Is there any advice on electric car charing and village halls and any potential grants? 

 Thanks 

   

Geoff 

mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org
https://chargemystreet.co.uk/
mailto:mills_geoffrey@ymail.com
mailto:Tessa.Hall@communityfirstoxon.org
mailto:john.stradling@ouh.nhs.uk
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Attachment 9.1 

Stuart Marshall’s Proposed Contract Adjustment 

 

 

 

Dear Geoff, 

  

I have gone through my time record for the work I have done for the hall, and there has been a small 
but fairly consistent increase in time spent in comparison to the same periods last year. I therefore 
propose an increase from the £262.50 monthly fee to £285 per month to be then reviewed again in a 
year unless there is a significant change in workload up or (hopefully not) down. 

  

This is against a 22% increase in number of bookings for the last 12 months (Sep ’18 to Aug ’19), 
compared to the previous 12 months. The revenue for the 11 month periods (Oct 17 to Aug 18 and 
 Oct 17 to Aug 19) has increased by 44%, and is so far for 2019 running at 30% higher. 

  

Let me know if that sounds okay, or if you would like me to supply any further information in advance 
of the committee meeting. 

  

Regards, 

  

Stuart Marshall 

  

Booking Secretary – Beckley Village Hall 

07862 230462 

www.beckleyvillagehall.org 
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